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question. The practicing physician, however, will find the brevity and sharpness
of focus which characterize this work greatly to his advantage. M. TAGER
NUCLEIC ACID. By J. F. Danielli and R. Brown. Symposia of the
Society for Experimental Biology, No. 1. Cambridge University Press.
The Macmillan Co., New York, 1947. vi + 290 pp. $8.50
This volume presents the papers read at a symposium of the Society for
Experimental Biology held at Cambridge in July 1946. The reader will find much
basic material pertaining to current concepts of the chemistry and biology of
the nucleic acids and related compounds. The far-reaching importance of these
substances becomes immediately apparent from the diversity of fields to which
their study has contributed. One gets glimpses of applications to cytology and
cytopathology, to biological chemistry and to bacteriology, to genetics and
oncology, and to cellular physiology in its most basic sense. The outstanding
achievements of the Institute for Cell Research of Stockholm are well represented
in the papers of Casparsson and Hyden, and point to the great promise which
this work holds for the future. M. TAGER
CURARE, Its History, Nature and Clinical Use. By A. R. McIntyre.
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1947. vii + 240 pp. $5
The appearance of this monograph at a time when there is a marked
resurgence of interest in curare will be of great value to investigators. The
author, himself a contributor to the field, has read every reference of importance
bearing on the subject and he includes 1333 references (some are duplications),
at the end of the various chapters. There is included also a comprehensive subject
and author index. The style of the book permits easy, pleasant reading; especially
noticeable is its treatment of controversial problems.
About one-third of the book is devoted to the early history of curare. The
experiences of early explorers are presented in detail and are fascinating reading.
The chapters on the action of curare on nerve and muscle and on the theories of
curarization are particularly valuable. The author has presented the details of a
difficult topic clearly and without entering unnecessarily into the chemical vs.
electrical theories of transmission.
Although it is true that the present status of the purified form of curare in
dinical use is uncertain, there is intense interest and widespread dinical applica-
tion. It is unfortunate that the chapter on the clinical use of curare is so brief as to
be of little value to the clinician. E. L. MCCAWLEY
X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE. By
Mona Spiegel-Adolf and George C. Henny. Grune & Stratton, New
York, 1947. v + 215 pp. $5.50.
Since 1912 when Von Laue suggested that the regular arrangement of atoms
and molecules in lattice planes spaced in the range of x-ray wave lengths might